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Tommy James – Tommy James will be at The Marion Palace Theatre on
Friday, February 14, 2020. (Marion, OH)
Tommy James & The Shondells have been a popular band with their many hits which
include Crimson & Clover, Crystal Blue Persuasion, Mony Mony, Hanky Panky, I
Think We’re Alone Now, Draggin’ The Line and many more. Tommy takes some time
to discuss his career, current projects and his longevity in the music business.
Originally born in Dayton, Tommy grew up in Niles, Michigan.
“My music heroes were the first-generation rock stars, of course. Gene Vincent,
Buddy Holly and Little Richard. I started digging rock and roll during the 50s when
I was about nine years old. In fact, around that time my mother bought me a guitar.
Prior to that I had played a ukulele since I was four,” remembers Tommy. “I was always
listening to the radio and playing the rock and roll songs that I could understand. I
got my first electric guitar when I was ten years old. I started my first band when I
was twelve.. I had two record deals before I
was out of high school. I was 16 when I got
my first hit song which was Hanky Panky. I
definitely got an early start with my career
and never wanted to do anything else.
Tommy recently had a new album released
titled, ALIVE. “It was two years in the
making and a labor of love,” said Tommy.
“It’s all over the place musically. It has a
little bit of everything. We did a new cover
of, “I Think We’re Alone Now” and that
version will be in the movie. More on that
in a moment. It will be used as the closing
credits in the film.”
He continues, “We did a remake of Draggin’
The Line which has a rap in it, done by award winning rapper, T.O.N.E.-Z. and
Stevie Van Zandt lent his talents to the song, too. The first two songs charted for
us on AC radio and we are back on Billboard. It’s great to be back on the charts. It’s
been a long time!”
In 2010, Tommy’s autobiography, “Me, The Mob and The Music” (Simon & Schuster,
2010) was released. “The book came out nine years ago and it’s still selling. It has been
amazing how it has been accepted by the fans as well as the media. It’s essentially
an autobiography with about two-thirds of it devoted to our crazy, tumultuous and
sometimes dangerous relationship with Roulette Records which was the music label
where I had most of my hits,” said Tommy. “The reason it was tumultuous was because
while Roulette Records was a functioning indie label and a pretty good one, it was

also a front for the Genovese crime family. We didn’t know that when we first signed
with Roulette. After a while, I started learning who we were dealing with and I started
seeing people in person whom I recognized from TV! Morris Levy was the head of
Roulette Records. He was an associate. I would see different guys hanging out at
Morris’s office. It was like a social club. Then a week later I would see some of these
same guys doing the perp walk out of a warehouse in New Jersey. They were being
arrested and I would say, “Hey, isn’t that the same guy we just met last week in Morris’s
office? And it turned out it was and then we realized who we were dealing with.”
“Anyway, the book is being made into a movie. After the film, it’s going to be a musical
on Broadway. That’s the plan,” said Tommy. “Right now, the film may be released
in another 18 to 24 months. That’s how long it takes. Currently, they are doing the
casting. I have no idea at this point who is going to play me but what I have found
interesting is that many young male actors have started out in rock bands and many
of them are guitar players! I may have a cameo appearance. Who knows, I may be an
elevator operator or a bartender. I’m way too old now to play Tommy James.” (laughs)
When asked about his influence on the 60s generation and his many hit songs that
came out of the era Tommy said, “The 60s was the most creative and the most
explosive time for music. I have my own radio show on SiriusXM called, Gettin’
Together with Tommy James every Sunday evening from 5 to 8 pm. It’s on the 60s on
6 channel. What many people may not realize is that there was so much music being
created during the 60s that there wasn’t enough room for it. So, the philosophy of my
show is we play the songs people didn’t get to hear often or at all. We play the rarities.”
“I have to say looking
back, I have had a great
career. I can’t believe I
have been doing this for
over 50 years! I have a web
site, Facebook and Twitter.
I sincerely would like to
thank the fans and the
good Lord for my career
and its longevity. I think
its great that fans are still
interested and new fans
who discover our music.
They are the ones that
keep the machine going.”
www.tommyjames.com
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Benefits of Cardiac Rehabilitation:
• Lessen your chances for another heart attack
• Control heart disease symptoms
• Stops or reverses damage to your heart
• Improves stamina and strength
Cardiac Rehabilitation is for individuals with the following
diagnoses:
• Angina
• Heart Attack
• Heart Transplant
• Cardiac Surgery
• Heart Failure
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For more information, call The Bellevue
Hospital’s Cardiac Rehabilitation Department:

419.483.4040, Ext. 4303
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